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Retreat-Breathing Life

Into Your Life
An Inner Retreat- is a state of being at peace with your own 

thoughts and being self-aware of your place within the universe. 

You gather your forces to focus inward and get to deeply listen 

and move into your own center of balance
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Fishing for Fallen Light

If each day falls

inside each night,

there exists a well

where clarity is 

imprisoned.

We need to sit on the rim 

of the well of darkness 

and fish for fallen light 

with patience. 

Fishing for Fallen Light

If each day falls

inside each night,

there exists a well

where clarity is 

imprisoned.

We need to sit on the rim 

of the well of darkness 

and fish for fallen light 

with patience. 
Pablo Neruda
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“Direct your eye 

inward, 

and you will find a 

thousand regions 

in your mind yet 

undiscovered.  

Travel them and 

become expert in 

home-

cosmography.”
Henry D. Thoreau
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“The range of what 

we think and do is 

limited by what we 

fail to notice.”
R.D. Laing
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Mindfulness is the intentional cultivation of awareness in 

which we are alert and open to experiences in the present 

without being swept away and distracted by judgments 

and prior expectations.

moment–to-moment-present centered awareness
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Soft Belly/Diaphragmatic Breathing Activates the

� Associated with right

hemisphere of the brain and

receptive, integrative, and

creative awareness—thinking

opens up and becomes more

FLEXIBLE and CREATIVE

� The Vagus nerve is activated

- parasympathetic innervation

to heart, lungs, gut—helping

everything slow down and

soften
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The Vagus Nerve and Breathing

� Diaphragmatic breathing/slow

abdominal breathing is something you

can do anytime and anywhere to

instantly stimulate your vagus nerve

and lower stress responses associated

with "fight-or-flight" mechanisms.

� Deep breathing also improves heart

rate variability (HRV), which is the

measurement of variations within beat-

to-beat intervals.
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� Inhale very slowly through my

nose, while consciously filling up

your lungs from the bottom to the

top until you can't suck in an iota

more of oxygen.

� Then, slowly begin releasing the

air through pursed lips as if you

are trying to systematically blow

out 100 candles on a birthday

cake.
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Pandemic

What if you thought of it

as the Jews consider the Sabbath —

the most sacred of times?

Cease from travel.

Cease from buying and selling.

Give up, just for now,

on trying to make the world

different than it is.

Sing. Pray. Touch only those

to whom you commit your life.

Center down.

And when your body has become 

still––reach out with your heart.

Know that we are connected

in ways that are

terrifying and beautiful
Lynne Unger
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Dimensions of Resilience

� Awareness-Mindfulness is the best way to create

renewable energy throughout your day

� Balance- is essential as self-care and self-compassion

(maintaining realistic optimism)

� Self-Regulation-deep breathing and stress reduction

strategies that you add to your tool box regularly

� Self-Compassion – buffers stress, increases

resilience and self-worth

Gratitude          Gentle       Honest          Mindful

Mindfulness is a human capacity to be focused, self-aware, 

tuned in to yourself, others and the world around you
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Caution:

A Virus That Spreads Quickly
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Worry
is going into the future, making up things 

and scaring yourself 

in the present. 
Jerrol Kimmel
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Worrying is like a rocking chair

It gives you something to do but 

doesn’t get you anywhere.

Worry is going into the future 

and making something up and 

acting as if  its’ real.
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Worry Message

Calm Message

When cortical centers send 

messages that are alarming 

to the limbic system 

(emotional brain) it 

activates the “fight/flight” 

response.  

When the signal from cortex 

is “safe and calm” the lower 

brain responds and sends an 

“all clear” response.
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Amygdala Hijacking
turns on the neurochemistry 

of the survival brain
Threatening 

stimulus gets  

first priority

Fear is a finely 

calibrated alarm 

system, like a 

smoke detector. 

It keeps us alert 

when we are 

threatened.
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.

Sympathetic nervous system-

� Heart rate, blood pressure, breathing
speed up

� Breathing become shallow

� Digestion slows or stops

� Muscles tense

� Digestion slows down or stops

� Racing thoughts, difficulty focusing
attention

� Cold hands –sometimes sweaty

� Strong emotional responses, negative
thoughts

� Alarm based thinking

� The Fight-Flight Response is
activated

Parasympathetic nervous system-

� Breathing and heartbeat are regular

� Breathing returns to normal

� Muscles are relaxed

� Digestion is activated

� Ability to focus attention, better at solving
problems, memory retention and memory
retrieval

� Dry hands and normal temperature

� Helps you to feel quiet and peaceful and
relaxed

� Positive thoughts and feelings of  well
being

� The Relaxation Response-Rest and Digest
is activated (restores balance)

The Gas The Brakes
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Mindful Awareness:
can be a state of temporary 

activation of mental and 

neural processes, activated 

through an intentional 

mindfulness practice-creating 

a mindful STATE 

Or overtime it can become 

a TRAIT: a way of being, an 

ongoing mindful state and 

habitual pattern of interacting 

with self and the world.  

Daniel Siegel, M.D.
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� Using the body to “return” home to the

moment

� Intentional diaphragmatic breathing

� Mindful Transitioning (in thehere and now and

what…

– Visualization

– Sensing the body moment to moment
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Imagery
The Lost Art of Daydreaming
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Imagery 
is the conscious use of the 
imagination to create images 
that can affect your body, 
mind, emotions & Spirt 
and creates well being.
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Imagery Is Directed 
Daydreaming

� To increases creativity
� Gain insight
� Balance the nervous

system
� Resolve problems
� Invoke powerful

transformative
experiences.
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Athletes who have reached the highest levels in 
their sport have used imagery throughout their career as a tool 
for developing their sport skills. To help stay motivated along 
the way. To assist them in setting their daily goals, and to stay 
on task during tough training sessions
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Physiological Functions
Affected by Imagery

� Breathing

� Heart Rate

� Blood Flow

� Blood Pressure

� Immune Function

� Temperature

� Waking/Sleeping

Rhythms

� Digestion

� Sexual Function
24
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Why Imagery Works

1. Our bodies do not discriminate between sensory

images in the mind and what we call reality.

2. In a relaxed and focused state, we are more

capable of rapid and intense healing, growth,

learning and change.
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Imagery – Access the 
Right Hemisphere

Right Side:

Thinks in pictures, 
sounds, spatial 
relationships and 
feelings.

Left Side:  

Responsible for 
speaking, writing, and 
understanding 
language.
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Details, Details! 

The more senses used in imagery…     
the greater the impact.
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Resilience Doesn’t Come from

An Absence Of Stress

It is adapting well in the face of adversity, trauma, 

tragedy, threats or significant sources of stress
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Self-compassion is our capacity 

to relate in a tender and 

sympathetic way to what we 

perceive. 

Instead of  resisting our feelings 

of  fear or grief, we embrace our 

pain with the kindness of  a 

mother holding her child. We 

accept our own limitations with 

grace and self-kindness.

It is asking for help and 

putting ourselves in the center 

of  our own heart. 
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Self-Compassion is Learnable
� Embracing Imperfection-

making mistakes is human

� Self-compassion involves

facing failure, insecurity and

mistakes in a completely

different way.

� Self-criticism tears us down.

Self-compassion leads to

increased resilience, renewal

and happiness.

� The first step is to honestly

recognize how you respond to

failure

� Then choose the 3 elements of

self-compassion.

1. Self-Kindness

2. Common Humanity

3. Mindfulness
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Self-Compassion involves both Being and Doing

BEING with OURSELVES-

Our thoughts, our emotions, our bodies, our lives 

—with empathy, understanding, self-care, support, 

kindness, warmth and love.

DOING for OURSELVES

taking action on our own behalf. Being willing to 

be our own best friend or strong ally where we give 

ourselves ongoing support and care.
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Strong emotional 
awareness

Accurate self-
assessment

Deep self-
knowledge

Blatant self-
honesty

Comfort in our own 
skins

Strong Spiritual

Core
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Longing

� What do you long for?

Longing is the core of mystery. Longing itself brings the cure. Rumi
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Spiritual Intelligence

� At the deepest level we

begin to incorporate

emotional and social

intelligence and move into

the realm of Spiritual

Intelligence

� Spiritual Intelligence isn’t

a matter of learning skills

but of finding who you

really are at a soul level.

� Why is this important ?
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Words we use to describe Spirituality

� The concept of spirituality is ineffable, it escapes the confines of

human language. There are many words that come to mind when

the term spirituality is mentioned: - Essence of  Life

-Higher consciousness -Faith -Transcendence

-Self-reliance -Self-efficacy -Mysticism

-Self-realization -Self-actualization -Community

-Enlightenment -The Divine -Love
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 What gives you your sense
of strength and hope?

 What do you believe in?
 Do you believe that there is

something greater than
yourself in the universe?

 What is the meaning of life
and your struggles?

 What do you think death is?
 Who are you? Are you

more than your physical
body?

 Have you ever had a
profound religious or
spiritual experience?
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Spiritual Intelligence and Spiritual Leadership Development;  Fry &WigglesWorth

(2004-2006) 

International Journal of Spirituality and Organizational Development
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Knowing facts and processing the 

inflow of information

An affective sense of knowing by feeling 

some truth directly without having to think 

about it.

Unbound by time or matter. A way of 

knowing that represents an exchange of 

energy occurring without rational 

thought.(It can come in a dream. Connects 

to Consciousness Itself

Holistic Nursing: A Handbook for Practice, Fourth Edition, Dossey, 

Keegan & Guzzeta
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Our desire to align ourselves 

with transcendence affects the 

whole body. It is like a plant: 

in living true to our nature we 

also make oxygen for everyone 

to breathe. 

Desiring the center in 

ourselves, which is in the 

center of all selves and all 

things, we unclog an artery, 

making passage from and to 

the center easier for everyone, 

and others’ efforts make it 

more accessible to us. 
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Together we build up the 

spiritual atmosphere. In chaos 

theory, the “butterfly effect” 

means a butterfly lifting its wing 

can change the course of the 

whole cosmos. 

Similarly, one or two of us, 

desiring to be planted in the 

center can open the way to it and 

it to us for all of us.  The Self 

exists in us as a predisposition to 

be oriented around a center. 

Spirit in Jung, Ann Belford Ulanov, 
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Mindfulness and other  forms of

Meditation

Imagery, active imagination

Breath work

Intentional movement 

Yoga,TaiChi, QiGong

Archetypes

Symbols

Poetry

Music

Ritual

Energy 

Creative art work and drawings

Journaling

Dream work

Practices that serve as a bridge 

or portal.
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Spiritual 

Development 

and 

Transformation

Post Traumatic Growth-Resilience

Greater  

appreciation

Increased 

Personal 

Strength

Changed

priorities

New 

Possibilities

Changed

philosophies

Meaning & 

Purpose

Increased 

Quality of  Life 

More 

meaningful 

relationships

Gifts of  

Transforming 

Adversity
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The real voyage of  discovery 

consists not in seeking new 

landscapes, but in having new eyes.
Marcel Proust
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� Spirituality is the core of all reality; it's a

mysterious but certain essence at the center

of everything we see or do. . . . Religion is

how we may choose to feed our spiritual

nature in a community, on the other hand,

isn't such a natural part of Creation; it's man-

made

� By understanding the powers of our spiritual

Self, by turning both good and bad

experiences into lessons by which we can

grow, we gain the strength and wisdom to

face whatever comes, and thus become wiser,

freer, and more helpful to others.

Seek the wisdom that will untie the knot. 

Seek the path that demands your whole 

being. Rumi
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Fight Flight Freeze
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A Recipe for Boosting the Immune System

� 2 lemons, 1/2 stalk ginger

� 2 cloves garlic

� 2 tsp turmeric

� 1/4-1/2 small jar honey

� 1 tsp black seed oil

� Skin the lemons

� Add some water and put all ingredients in the blender

� Strain

� Each morning fill  cup up to about 1/4-1/2 with the mixture,

then heat water and add it to the mixture (yummy)

� Drink everyday for immune system protection.
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Until you make the unconscious, conscious, it will rule 

your life and you will call it Fate. Carl Jung

� Use your time wisely

� Focus on what you can control

� Stay informed but be careful about how much

your checking the media (check reputable

sources)

� Stay connected with others

� Use stress reduction and or spiritual strategies

to minimize the impact of the chaos, fear and

sense of the unknown, practice compassion
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Thank You!
Lora Matz, M.S.,LICSW

lmatz@prairie-care.com
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